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ABSTRACT Mobile smart contracts (MSCs) are essential to facilitate quick, safe, and decentralized
transactions on mobile blockchain networks. Scalable blockchain solutions facilitate the establishment of
a mobile blockchain ecosystem characterized by enhanced resilience and adaptability. This encourages an
increase in the number of users and, thus, spreads the adoption of blockchain technology in the mobile
domain. With the inception of blockchain technology, a wide range of applications use smart contracts
due to their high customizability. However, problems with scalability and resource-intensive consensus
procedures prevent their general use. Therefore, this work seeks to identify and analyze these constraints
by conducting a systematic survey using Kitchenham’s guidelines for available scalable blockchains and
consensus methods. Out of a preliminary pool of 2,073 publications, our study, which consists of 25 selected
studies, identifies 12 consensus mechanisms and 13 scalable blockchain systems. Our investigation shows
that, despite the wide range of techniques, no blockchain solution provides the scalability and lightweight
operating requirements to implement smart contracts on mobile devices. This realization draws attention to a
significant gap in academic and industry-driven blockchain research that may have implications for creating
MSCs. Our findings encourage academics to explore scalable and energy-efficient blockchain technology,
targeting creating more approachable smart contracts designed with mobile devices in mind.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, distributed ledger technology, smart contract, scalability, consensus algorithm,
proof-of-stake, proof-of-work, peer-to-peer computing, decentralization.

I. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this study is to examine real-world impacts on
Web3 adoption by mobile device users, where Web3 mobile
adoption is critical to its success. Recently, Web3 has gained
tremendous attention, and following major analysts such
as Gartner [1] and Harvard Business Review [2], [3], [4],
it will stay with us in the future. The Web3 vision takes
blockchain to the next level by making disintermediation
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ubiquitous – establishing disintermediation not only for basic
payments but also for a wide range of financial services,
digital identities, data, and business models [5], [6]. As such,
Web3 consolidates and integrates the fragmented landscape
of specific blockchain visions expressed in the many initial
coin offerings (ICOs) that we have seen over the past
decade. According to Jin and Parrot, ‘‘Web3 is our chance
to make a better Internet’’ [3] by making Web3 ‘‘owned and
operated by its users’’ [3]. However, a critical success factor
for Web3 to take off is its acceptance by users of mobile
devices. According to the International Telecommunications
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Union (ITU), in 2022, ‘‘mobile continues to dominate as the
platform of choice for online access’’ [7] and ‘‘Internet use is
becoming as ubiquitous as mobile phones’’ [7].

A. MOTIVATION
Likewise, mobile devices will be by far the most important
means (and, for many, the only means) to access Web3.
Take, as an example, the recent massive uptake [8] of
the payment service UPI (Universal Payments Interface)1

in India, which was only possible due to UPI’s mobile-
first strategy. Similar (and the Web3 vision is even orders
of magnitude larger) can be achieved for Web3 also
only via mobile uptake. Therefore, a motivation arises to
implement web3 technologies, such as smart contracts for
mobile devices, to optimize power consumption, storage
requirement, and computational power. A mobile smart
contract (MSC) is defined as a smart contract that is part
of a lightweight and scalable blockchain that is suitable
to be stored on and executed by mobile devices such as
smartphones (Def. 1). Hence, anMSC comprises one or more
of specific characteristics, i.e., an optimization for reduced
power consumption, minimized storage requirements, and
a decreased demand for computational cycles. This design
approach stands in contrast to the design of conventional
smart contracts, which traditionally rely on robust nodes with
ample computing and storage capabilities to validate and
execute contractual code. An MSC innovatively leverages a
lightweight architecture to enable mobile devices to verify
and process smart contract transactions efficiently, thus
addressing the unique constraints and opportunities presented
by the mobile environment. Furthermore, the motivation that
arises for SLR on MSCs can be understood with the help
of Figure 3, which means that no SLRs are present in the
scientific literature that address the need for MSCs.

Blockchain technology creates a decentralized trust envi-
ronment by redirecting trust to nodes in a peer-to-peer (P2P)
network. Blockchain technology is a distributed database
that records event data, called transactions, in blocks after
being confirmed by network participants [9]. A smart contract
leverages the decentralized power of blockchain technology
to address the issue of trustworthiness in conventional
contracting systems. Different blockchain platforms are
utilized to develop smart contracts, Ethereum being the
most common [10], [11]. According to studies [12], [13],
[14], 44% of organizations are adopting blockchains. Still,
studies also refer to the universal issue of transaction
throughput that arises from the deployment of blockchain
technologies [15], [16]. Another unresolved issue for smart
contract-based organizations is that transactions can be
manipulated in networks where the user has the majority
of control [17], which we refer to as the ‘‘centralization’’
issue in blockchains [150]. Existing consensus algorithms,
such as Proof-of-Work (PoW), Proof-of-Stake (PoS), and
others, use a percentage-based value for the consensus

1http://cashlessindia.gov.in/upi.html

power distribution, which is a critical factor in public
blockchain centralization [18], [19]. The problem caused
by public blockchain centralization includes governance in
smart contracts due to block size and specific instances of
unilateral decision-making forks in blockchains [20].

Recent literature suggests an increasing interest in devel-
oping scalable blockchain solutions. Transaction throughput
is a crucial performance metric of blockchains, which refers
to the number of transactions verified per second (tps) by
network nodes with network latency. Current blockchain
systems have limited tps with high network latency, resulting
in poor network performance. This is mainly due to
the verification and processing of sequential transactions.
Furthermore, the current blockchain architecture’s large
size makes it difficult for mobile devices to process the
entire blockchain, which is necessary to verify transactions
performed by nodes in a peer-to-peer (P2P) network. Several
other approaches are proposed in the literature to achieve
scalabilities, such as sharding, sharding with ledger pruning,
plasma, a committee-based approach, and state channels
or on-off blockchain. These approaches aim to achieve
sufficient linearity to the number of participants in the
network [11], [18].

Developing a lightweight, predictable, and objective
consensus protocol could allow low-powered computing
devices, such as smartphones, point-of-sale terminals, and
Internet of Things (IoT) devices, to participate equally in
the generation and validation of blocks [9], [21]. PoW,
the most common consensus protocol, is an inefficient and
energy-consuming mechanism that has led to a specialized
hashing hardware arms race [22]. Alternative consensus
protocols, such as PoS [23], Proof-of-Elapsed-Time (PoET)
[24], Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) [25], and
Proof-of-Block-and-Trade (PoBT) [26], have been proposed
and implemented. Yet, PoS is based on subjective consensus,
PoET requires specialized trusted computing environment
components, and PBFT relies on multiple rounds of partici-
pant voting, requiring more disk space to store all signatures.
PoBT is a unique consensus mechanism and an integration
framework for IoT blockchains that reduces the computing
time to validate transactions and blocks while reducing the
memory requirements for IoT nodes [26].

B. CONTRIBUTION
Given that scalability and consensus mechanism of
blockchains are sine qua non for developing a lightweight
and energy-efficient blockchain that requires mobile devices
(such as smartphones, etc.) to participate in block validation
and consensus. To gain a complete understanding of the exist-
ing approaches and protocols suitable for MSCs, we conduct
a systematic literature review (SLR) following Kitchenham’s
guidelines. In this paper, we refer to Kitcheham’s guidelines
as an SLRmethodology. Our initial review reveals a gap in the
scientific literature regarding the comprehensive evaluation
of scalability and consensus mechanisms. To address this
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gap, we conduct an SLR based on our research questions
(RQs) outlined in the introduction. We identified 2,073
papers in the first phase of our SLR, and after further
selection, we included 135 primary studies for investigation.
We extensively examined approaches and algorithms for
scalability and consensus mechanisms in these papers and
selected 25 papers for data extraction and analysis. Finally,
these 25 papers are categorized into two sets: 13 papers
on scalability and 12 on consensus mechanisms. This
categorization is conceptually represented in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. Conceptual representation of SLR for MSCs.

Based on the results of our SLR, we discover the gap that
prevents the development of MSCs. In the first observation,
we find 11 scalable blockchains that achieve scalability
through sharding. Still, we find that these blockchains
are not lightweight solutions due to inefficient consensus
mechanisms and shard connection mechanisms. In the
second observation, we find twelve consensus mechanisms
suitable for lightweight blockchains, with the PoS consensus
algorithm being the best option for MSCs, i.e., lightweight
blockchains, since PoS does not necessitate a significant
increase in computational power. Still, we investigate the
possibility of an oligopoly forming if the major stakeholders
significantly influence the network, resulting in centraliza-
tion. As a result of the lack of an incentive mechanism in

the PoS consensus algorithm, the possibility of an oligopoly
exists.

In particular, we answer the following research questions:

• RQ1:What are the existing approaches and algorithms to
enhance the scalability of blockchain and smart contract
solutions?

• RQ2: What are the different scalable consensus algo-
rithms suitable for MSCs?

• RQ3: What are the shortcomings of the algorithms used
in RQ1 and RQ2 that hinder the development of MSCs?

The remaining structure of this SLR study is as follows.
In Section II, we describe the underlying concepts of
blockchain technology and smart contracts to gain knowledge
of this disruptive technology. In Section III, we describe the
research methodology to conduct this SLR study. Section IV
discusses related work that covers all SLRs, reviews,
surveys, systematic mapping studies, and comparative studies
on blockchain technology and smart contracts. Section V
contains the findings that we contribute through this SLR
study. In Section VI, we discuss the results of each RQ and
describe the advantages, disadvantages, and limitations of
the sharding and consensus algorithms. Finally, Section VII
concludes the study by summarizing the research findings of
this SLR and providing direction for future research.

II. OVERVIEW OF BLOCKCHAIN AND SMART CONTRACTS
Blockchains enable serverless computing in distributed P2P
networks, thus ensuring the integrity and security of data in an
untrusted environment [27], [28], [17]. This section describes
the underlying concepts of blockchain and smart contracts.
Section II-A describes blockchain technology, Section II-B
describes consensus algorithms, and Section II-C describes
smart contracts.

A. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
The first implementation of blockchain was done in 2009 to
build a Bitcoin network, thus creating the Bitcoin cryp-
tocurrency [9]. Bitcoin is the first digital currency that
became popular due to the distributed, autonomous, and
replicated design of blockchain data storage. A blockchain
is a distributed, decentralized, immutable, and permanent
ledger that stores multiple records in transactions on the
P2P network [29], [30]. The notable innovation of the
Bitcoin blockchain prevents the double-spending problem
in P2P networks without relying on a centralized party.
This becomes possible due to the unspent transaction output
(UTXO), which is a model that defines the unspent output,
which is input for the next transaction on the blockchain
network [9], [31], [32], [33], [34]. A blockchain organizes the
transactions in the chain of cryptographically linked blocks.
The SHA-256 cryptography technique ensures the security
of the blocks. This technique enforces the strong integrity
of stored data in the ledger by calculating the hash value
of each block as its address [35], [17]. Each block contains
the information of the previous block, i.e., the hash value
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of the previous block. Besides, the block has the data, i.e.,
timestamp, Merkle root of transactions, nonce, etc. The root
hash is calculated by adding the hashes of k transactions
to a binary tree to form one hash, called the Merkle root
[36]. The key feature of this approach is to prevent data
manipulation. For any modification in the data, a massive
amount of computational power is required because, to do
so, an attacker has to change the hashes of each block from
the current to the genesis block. The genesis block is the
first block created by the blockchain creator, and subsequent
blocks are added after the genesis block by the network
nodes (miners in the Bitcoin blockchain) [37]. Blocks contain
difficulty level; so-called nonce is important for miners to
solve to append a block to the latest copy of the blockchain
[38], [39], [40]. Miners are called block validators because
they collect the transactions from the transaction pool and
verify each transaction collected from the latest copy of
the ledger. After verification, a miner creates a block of
verified transactions and has to calculate the nonce value
according to the difficulty level automatically set by the
protocol [41], [42]. The calculation of nonce is to prevent
the Sybil attack [43], [44], [45] in which an attacker joins
the network with different identities [46], [47]. If the miner
finds the nonce, then they broadcast the block to the other
peers of the network. Peers check the validity of the nonce
and the transaction in that block. If everything is correct, then
all peers attach the verified block to the latest mined block.
After the successful addition of the block to the blockchain,
the block miner receives the reward plus the transaction fee
in the form of the native cryptocurrency of the particular
blockchain [48]. If two or more miners broadcast the verified
block simultaneously, then forks occur where the blockchain
is divided into two parts at different peers. In this case, the
protocol automatically selects the longest chain, and every
peer updates his copy, so the fork is resolved [36]. The
consensus around uses a mechanism such as PoW [49], [28],
PoS [28], [50] to verify and validate the transaction.

B. CONSENSUS MECHANISMS
In the decentralization nature of blockchain technology,
the consensus mechanism plays a major role in approving
and committing a transaction to a blockchain. Before
blockchain, practical Byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT) [51]
was introduced in 1999 to tolerate Byzantine faults for state
machine replication [52] in a distributed P2P network [53].
The transactions are replicated across multiple peers on the
blockchain. To add a new block to the blockchain, all parties
must agree on the information in that block. To ensure the
validity of the transactions, the peers must verify and confirm
the data until the genesis block [54], [55]. For example,
the Bitcoin blockchain uses the PoW consensus mechanism
to protect networks from malicious nodes. In PoW, the
peers who are involved in the mining process are called
miners, and for validating the block, they receive a reward as
cryptocurrency, e.g., Bitcoin [9], [56], [57], [58]. The miners

who compute the nonce first and are declared as a valid
block by other miners receive a reward. The block is valid
if there is consensus among at least 51% of the peers on the
network [24], [59]. PoW is very expensive in terms of power
consumption and time. The other blockchain is Qtum,2 which
uses lightweight PoS in terms of energy and time compared
to PoW [60], [61]. In the PoS, block generation rights depend
on the proportional stake of a node in the network. In addition
to PBFT, PoW, and PoS, there are a significant number of
consensus mechanisms developed by blockchain researchers
according to the discussion in Section V.

C. SMART CONTRACTS
Smart contracts have gained popularity because they enable
the use of Turing-complete languages on the protocol layer of
the blockchain. A smart contract was introduced in 1996 by
Nick Szabo [62]. According to Szabo, contractual terms and
conditions can be specified in code. This is now becoming
possible due to the distributed, trusted, and immutable nature
of blockchain technology [10], [63]. A smart contract is a
computer program written in a blockchain-based program-
ming language, e.g., Solidity in Ethereum [64], [65], [149].
A smart contract is different from a traditional contract, as it
automatically enforces the contractual terms and conditions
[66], [67], [68]. Additionally, due to the immutable and
decentralization nature of the blockchain, a smart contract
does not involve a third party, resulting in cost-effective and
trustless systems [69]. A smart contract, once written and
deployed on the blockchain in the form of a transaction,
cannot be altered. The Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM)
executes the business logic [61], [60] of the Solidity contract.
Due to the imperative nature of Solidity, the contract can be in
an infinite loop and may cause network failure. To overcome
this problem, Ethereum proposes a concept of gas, which
is a cost associated with each transaction that measures the
contract expiry. The miners set the gas threshold to execute
the transaction. If the gas is lower than the threshold, the
miners decline that transaction [61], [70].

Given the importance of the concept of mobile smart
contracts for this study, we provide a definition of mobile
smart contracts as used throughout the paper in Def. 1.
Definition 1 (Mobile Smart Contract): A mobile smart

contract (MSC) is defined as a smart contract that is part
of a lightweight and scalable blockchain which is suitable
to be stored on and executed by mobile devices such as
smartphones.

III. REVIEW METHODOLOGY
For this review, we selected the systematic review of the liter-
ature (SLR) [71] to answer the research questions mentioned
in Section III-A. We follow the ‘‘Guidelines for performing
Systematic Literature Reviews in Software Engineering’’
[72] proposed by Kitchenham. The SLR provides a summary
of selected studies, critically identifies the issues in proposed

2https://qtum.org/en
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approaches, and the valid evidence available in the existing
literature on the scalability and consensus mechanisms of the
blockchain. An SLR is a unique method of collecting and
ordering evidence in software engineering.We conducted our
review in five stages: developing research questions, search
approach, study selection, quality assessment of primary
studies, and data extraction and analysis. We represent the
SLR methodology with the help of Figure 2.

FIGURE 2. SLR methodology.

A. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The formulation of research questions is a crucial step in
conducting the SLR. In this initial stage, we define the
research questions that will guide our investigation of the
performance bottlenecks of smart contracts. The identified
bottleneck in smart contracts’ performance necessitates a
thorough examination of the consensus mechanism and
scalability. Therefore, our research questions are designed
to explore these specific aspects comprehensively. These
research questions have been outlined in the introduction
section to provide a clear roadmap for our study. In the
following sections, we conduct a comprehensive analysis of
the existing literature, utilizing these research questions to
guide our investigation.

B. SEARCH APPROACH
The search approach is divided into search keywords,
scientific databases, and the search process. We identify the
search keywords based on the research questions and then
generate the search query in Section III-B1. To find relevant
articles, we apply the search string in the scientific databases
in Section III-B2. Also, we include white papers covering
artifacts that are not included in the scientific databases
from other sources, such as websites. Finally, Section III-B3
describes the search process.

1) SEARCH KEYWORDS
After checking the keywords of the blockchain and smart
contract literature [14], [12], we decided to use ‘blockchain’
and ‘smart contract’ as primary search keywords. We also
identify secondary search keywords from the research
questions, such as consensus, proof-of-work, proof-of-stake,
and scalability, which are contained in blockchain research
studies. We construct the search query based on the following
guidelines to perform the SLR as

(1) Determine search keywords from research questions
and the initial literature review.

(2) Decide primary and secondary search keywords from
the identified search keywords.

(3) Use the boolean ‘AND’ and ‘OR’ operators on the
primary and secondary search keywords to form the search
query.

Table 1 presents the list of primary and secondary search
keywords and the search query for the SLR.

TABLE 1. Search keywords and search query based on the research
questions.

2) SCIENTIFIC DATABASES
The several citation databases, namely Scopus and Web of
Science, are appropriate for collecting relevant studies. These
citation databases include scientific databases such as ACM
Digital Library, IEEEXplore, Elsevier,Wiley Online Library,
MDPI, Springer, etc. We also used Google Scholar to search
gray literature (white papers and theses) and for those papers
that are not indexed in the citation databases.

3) SEARCH PROCESS
While searching in the citation databases, we find that many
papers are indexed in more than one database. Therefore, the
chance of collecting duplicate papers is high. First, we search
Scopus andWeb of Science using our search query and import
both lists to the Mendely3 library because the latter removes
duplicate papers when importing the documents to the library.
In this process, a total of 80 duplicate papers are found in
the Scopus and Web of Science search results. After this
step, we manually searched using Google Scholar and found
160 papers are duplicates because Google Scholar searches
all papers in scientific databases that are also included in
citation databases. Finally, we find that 240 documents are
duplicates in our search result, and Table 2 contains the

3https://www.mendeley.com/library/
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TABLE 2. List of citation- and scientific databases with the total paper
count.

number of relevant papers found from different scientific
databases.

C. STUDY SELECTION
After searching for the papers, we performed a two-phase
screening to find relevant papers based on the research
questions. Table 6 shows the phase-wise selection of the
studies.

1) STUDY SELECTION PHASE 1
In this step, we use the Mendeley library to read the title,
abstract, and keywords of the papers found in the search
result and then assess them based on inclusion and exclusion
criteria, as listed in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively. At the
end of this step, we find 135 papers (as per Tables 1, 2, and
3 in Appendix A in the supplementary material attached) and
check the references of the selected studies for the missing
papers in the initial search. However, we did not find any
studies that were not on our list of selected studies.

2) STUDY SELECTION PHASE 2
We use NVIVO4 for full text reading of the articles and
qualitative data analysis. First, we import all selected studies
in NVIVO from the Mendeley library and apply the quality
assessment criteria [72] listed in Table 5 to select the studies
for data extraction and analysis. After completion of this
phase, we select 13 papers for scalability (as per Table 1 in
Appendix A) and 12 papers (as per Table 2 in Appendix A)
for consensus mechanisms. Finally, 25 papers were selected
from 135 primary studies for data extraction and analysis.

D. QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF SELECTED STUDIES
In this step, we evaluate the quality of the primary studies
based on the criteria in Table 5 to prevent biases in the

4https://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo/nvivo-products

TABLE 3. Inclusion criteria for Phase 1 study selection.

TABLE 4. Exclusion criteria for phase 1 study selection.

TABLE 5. Quality assessment criteria for phase 2 study selection.

study selection process. To do this, two teams of researchers
from this review study independently check two sets of
145 primary studies by answering the questions in Table 5.
Each team answers the question with ‘yes’, ‘partly’, or ‘no’
while scoring in numbers 1, 0.5, and 0, respectively. The
score from each team is added to derive the average score
of each primary paper. Consequently, we select those studies
that score 3, or more for data extraction and analysis. At the
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TABLE 6. Step-wise screening of the studies.

TABLE 7. Quality assessment score of the selected studies.

end of this step, we select a total of 25 studies. The scores of
each selected study are presented in Table 7 and details of the
selected studies, including the title and the journal/conference
name, are presented in Tables 1 and 2 in the appendices
(attached as supplementary material with this submission).

E. DATA EXTRACTION AND ANALYSIS
The significance of data extraction and analysis is to identify
the main contribution of the selected studies. We present
the results of this study in Section V and a discussion of
the results in Section VI. Table 10 classifies the scalability
approaches of the selected studies in Table 1 in Appendix A

TABLE 8. Data extracted from the selected studies.

and from the available scalable approaches, we extract the
sharding protocols in Table 11. A comprehensive comparison
of scalable consensus algorithms is presented in Table 12,
extracted from the selected studies in Table 2 in Appendix A.
Finally, Table 8 presents the summary of the data extracted
from the 25 selected studies.

IV. RELATED SURVEYS
Most of the literature reviews on blockchain and smart
contracts focus on applications, future trends, security, and
consensus protocols. The classification of related studies is
shown in Table 9. Some studies are specific to the Bitcoin and
Ethereum blockchain [50], [73], [74], [75]. In [76], [77], and
[78], the authors focus on the scalability of the blockchain,
and other studies [79], [80], [81], [82], [83], [84], [85]
compare the consensus mechanisms of the blockchain. Still,
no studies are present in related work that comprehensively
review scalable approaches and consensus algorithms for
lightweight blockchains.

Table 9 provides the details of the relatedwork according to
the RQs. We classify related studies into four categories such
as SLRs, reviews, surveys, and comparative studies. There
exist 4 SLRs, 14 reviews, 14 surveys, and 2 comparative
studies, respectively, in the table. Also, we have represented
related work data with the help of a pie chart in Figure 3.
In the SLR, PS33 (as per Table 3 in Appendix A), Shahab
et al. [13] review the consensus protocols in public and
private distributed ledgers. The study contains reviews
of 69 consensus protocols and argues that no consensus
protocol is suitable for all contractual business needs of an
organization. The study compares three sectors of distributed
ledger technologies (DLT), such as public, private, and
consortium, and a summary of 69 consensus algorithms. The
author of this study does not provide any valid evidence for
the 69 consensus protocols. In the PS39 study, Shen et al.
[12] selected 159 primary studies from 3827 articles and
then 71 articles for data extraction and analysis of primary
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FIGURE 3. A Pie chart for visualizing related work.

studies. The study analyzes the design and prototype present
in the 71 papers for the use case of blockchain for cities and
the relationship of blockchain with urban sustainability for
social, environmental, economic, and governmental growth.
In the PS56 study, Casino et al. [14] completed their study on
314 primary studies from the set of 738 articles searched. This
study classifies blockchain-based applications, identifies
their issues, and comprehensively describes the taxonomy of
blockchain applications for future use trends. Yu et al. [86]
provide a comprehensive overview of cutting-edge sharding
mechanisms, ranging from BFT-based to Nakamoto-based
strategies, the latter of which had never been systematized in
any existing surveys at the time of writing. This is a study
of the benefits and drawbacks of existing intra-consensus-
safety solutions, the atomicity of cross-shard transactions,
and the overall difficulties and advances proposed by the
investigated sharding strategies. They also present a formula
to estimate the theoretical top bound of throughput for each
sharding strategy considered. A comprehensive comparison
is provided based on the results and insights into the
features and limits of each available sharding approach.
Scalability is a major barrier to adopting blockchain in real-
world applications [87]. Scalability issues are addressed by
Xie et al. [88] and Hafid et al. [89] from the perspectives of
throughput, storage, and networking. PS129 [90] An SLR on
scalability issues and challenges of the public blockchain.

The second category reviews architecture, consensus
algorithms, blockchain with IoT, and blockchain-based appli-
cations. The two studies in this category reviewed specific
scalability issues for Bitcoin and Ethereum. Lashkari et al.
[91] present a comparative assessment of blockchain as one
of the antecedent types of distributed ledger and classification
of consensus methods. They also compared consensus algo-
rithms in terms of scalability, finality, adversary tolerance,
accessibility, agreement, incentives, centralization, and cost.
Three studies investigated the performance of the PoS
algorithm, and then four studies reviewed the security and
privacy of the blockchain. The two studies lack valid evidence
for the issues mentioned above, while none of the studies
critically assess the research gaps in blockchain technology.
The third category of surveys lists all studies that provide
surveys on the design specification of Bitcoin, blockchain

taxonomy, and architectures. Some studies provide details of
mining strategies [49], [92], long-range attacks on PoS [93],
and security vulnerabilities of Ethereum smart contracts [94].
The fourth category presents comparative studies that contain
comparisons of security attacks, consensus algorithms, and
evaluations of consensus mechanisms in cryptocurrencies.
The above data are in Table 9, and the list of studies is in
Table 3 in Appendix A.

V. RESULTS
This section presents the result of the SLR answering research
questions. The answer to RQ1 is given in Table 10-11, which
contains the list of scalability approaches and presents only
those approaches that can be suitable for MSCs, respectively.
Table 12 answers RQ2 by presenting the details of the
scalable consensus algorithms. Finally, the RQ3 answer
presents a detailed analysis of the sharding and consensus
algorithms to find possible research gaps in the state of the
art.
RQ1: What are the existing approaches and algorithms to

enhance the scalability of the blockchain and smart contract
solutions?

This section synthesizes the knowledge presented in
the selected studies and describes the identified scalability
approaches. We examine the scalability approaches with
their parameters, namely, the name of the smart contract
platform, the consensus mechanism used, and the throughput.
The parameters are critical to understanding the difference
between state-of-the-art scalable smart contract platforms.
With these parameters, we establish a relation between these
approaches and categorize them into five categories, namely
sharding, sharding with ledger pruning, committee-based
approach, plasma, and state channel networks, or on-off
blockchain (see Table 10).
The consensus mechanism and throughput parameters

indicate the motivation behind the development of scalable
blockchains. The nature of the scalability approach infers its
suitability for the development of lightweight blockchains.
With the latter observation, only sharding and sharding with
ledger pruning are best suited for MSCs because sharding
and related approaches divide the whole blockchain into
several parts called shards. A shard could be easily stored
and processed on a mobile device. With this motivation,
we further investigate the smart contract platforms of
sharding and sharding with the ledger pruning approach
and identified attributes, namely, sharding/committee type,
consensus mechanism, number of nodes, resiliency, latency,
throughput, shard size, and cross-shard communication
(see Table 11). These attributes are essential, as they provide
critical insight for developing lightweight blockchains with
enhanced throughput.

A. SCALABILITY APPROACHES
We identify the scalability approaches from the selected stud-
ies in Table 10. In this table, the approaches are categorized
based on their method of scaling, consensus mechanisms,
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TABLE 9. Classification of related work.

and throughput (in tps). The idea of selecting the consensus
mechanism and throughput is to compare which approach
achieves significant throughput. Existing algorithms achieve
scalability using either a PoW or PBFT consensus mecha-
nism, which is not feasible for mobile devices. We discover
that PoS is faster than PoW in consensus finality [21]. With
the initial review of the literature, we define for the scalability
approach five categories, such as sharding, sharding with
ledger pruning, committee-based approach, plasma, and state
channel network [108]. Furthermore, we select the sharding
algorithms as in Table 11 refined from Table 10. In the
following, we present the details of the approaches defined
in Table 10.
Sharding is introduced to scale up the distributed databases

by partitioning the databases horizontally [109]. Similarly,
sharding is applied to blockchains by dividing the P2P
network into nodes called a shard. The latter is responsible for

processing only the data related to that shard. In blockchains,
the sharding method is divided into two types: state sharding
and transaction sharding. In state sharding, a shard stores
a disjoint part of the blockchain and processes the related
transactions. On the contrary, in transaction sharding, each
node in a shard stores a full copy of the blockchain
and processes the disjoint set of transactions in parallel.
Sharding in blockchains has a two-layer architecture, i.e.,
root-chain and shard-chain networks. Every shard in the
network maintains a subchain called a shard chain that stores
the data validated by the nodes of that particular shard.
After processing a block in each shard, the leader sends
the block header to the main chain called the root chain,
combines all the data received from each shard, and then
appends to the main chain using consensus mechanisms.
The root-chain network prevents a double-spending attack
even if malicious nodes influence a shard. In the literature,
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TABLE 10. List of the scalability approaches with their platforms/study ID and implementation details.

we find five algorithms, i.e., Elastico [110], QuarkChain
[111], Zilliqa [112], Rollerchain [113], RepChain [114]
applied transaction sharding while three algorithms, i.e.,
RapidChain [115], OmniLedger [116], and SSChain [117],
apply state sharding. Algorand [118] uses a committee-based
approach that requires storing a full blockchain copy by every
network node.

In Sharding with Ledger Pruning approach, together with
sharding pruning, removes the noncritical information in a
block while appending that block to the blockchain. By delet-
ing outdated and superfluous data from the blockchain,
sharding with ledger pruning further boosts scalability. This
not only offers the advantages of sharding but also improves
storage effectiveness. The advantage of the latter is to reduce
the size of the blockchain in a shard and root chain. With
a rapid increase in the size of the blockchain, fewer nodes
can store a blockchain and verify transactions, leading to
centralization. Therefore, ledger pruning is applied to make
blockchains lighter in shard and root chains. OmniLedger
[116], SSChain [117], Rollerchain [113] apply to the shard
with ledger pruning to create a scalable and efficient
blockchain network. OmniLedger and SSChain apply state

sharding from the above three algorithms, while Rollerchain
uses transaction sharding.
Committee-based Approach approach is based on a new

Byzantine Agreement (BA) protocol called BA* that uses
Verifiable Random Functions (VRF) to form a committee
of all nodes in the network. A committee is a small set of
nodes selected from the total nodes of the network to run the
consensus protocol and agree on the next block to add to the
blockchain. In committee-based techniques, a few selected
nodes are chosen, rather than the entire network, to validate
transactions. A secure voting method is often used in the
validation process, and committee members are frequently
chosen randomly. The latter reduces transaction latency
and increases transaction throughput. In this approach, the
consensus depends on the committee of the weighted users,
which are selected based on some fraction (at least 2/3
of the honest users) of a user’s money. This approach is
the same as the PoS consensus mechanism because the
algorithm uses a weighted user and VRF to form a consensus
committee. On the contrary, PoS uses a stake to claim block
generation rights and random number generation to elect the
next validator [118].
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TABLE 11. List of sharding-based protocols.

Plasma is a framework for executing scalable smart
contracts up to a significant amount of state change in
a second by allowing the blockchain to run a significant
amount of decentralized applications. Plasma comprises
two components: MapReduce functions on all blockchain
computations and a PoS consensus mechanism on top of the
root chain (e.g., Ethereum). In this framework, more than
one plasma blockchain (child chain) is connected with the
root chain while sending the block headers to the root chain,
called proof of fraud. Child chains, root-chain commitments,
and evidence of fraud enable the development of child
Ethereum blockchains connected to the main Ethereum
blockchain. Transactions can now be handled on the child
chains rather than the main chain, which reduces the burden
on the main chain. Ethereum works only on plasma and
sharding to increase transaction throughput in the Ethereum
blockchain [119].
State Channel Networks [120], [121], is the modified

approach of off-chain protocols [122] that include payment
channels and networks. Off-chain protocols execute massive
transactions without costly interaction with the blockchain

and update the current state on the blockchain after off-
chain execution [122]. The state channel network allows
the execution of smart contracts and cryptocurrency since
off-channel protocols only allow the execution of payments.
Participants can perform off-chain transactions and use
two-way communication channels. The blockchain is then
updated with the status of these transactions. This method
reduces the burden on the blockchain network by processing
multiple transactions off-chain before requiring an on-
chain transaction. In our study, we select three studies that
include state channel networks and off-blockchain smart
contract enforcement. State channel networks significantly
improve off-chain protocols, as this technique allows channel
virtualization between two contracting parties on the ledger.
In channel virtualization, two parties can open a virtual
channel with an intermediary to process the transactions
between them. State-channel networks reduce transaction
latency and improve scalability because the transaction is
completed through an intermediary rather than waiting for
confirmations from the network nodes as in Bitcoin and
Ethereum [122], [120]. Studies of this category do not present
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statistical data to claim enhanced scalability; rather, they
discuss transaction throughput and latency based on state
channels. With our observation of these approaches, we argue
that the above approaches are irrelevant for mobile devices,
as storing and processing the whole blockchain is necessary
for this category.

Scalability techniques have a significant real-world influ-
ence on many different industries when applied to mobile
blockchain technology. The following are some significant
ways that scalability influences the application of MSCs:

• Mobile Payments:Mobile blockchain applications, such
as digital wallets and payment apps, have improved
scalability, allowing them to conduct transactions more
quickly and effectively. As a result, blockchain-based
mobile payments may become more widely used, offer-
ing a safe and decentralized alternative to conventional
banking and payment systems [8].

• Decentralized SocialMedia:Scalablemobile blockchain
technology impacts the growth of decentralized social
media platforms. Amore private and censorship-resistant
social network experience on mobile devices may be
possible due to its ability to handle numerous transac-
tions and interactions in a decentralized fashion [123].

• Gaming: The scalability of blockchain on mobile
platforms can benefit the gaming sector. It enables
decentralized, transparent, and fraud-resistant gaming
economies and facilitates the production and exchange
of in-game assets [124].

• Chain Management: Blockchain-enabled mobile appli-
cations can support transparent and unchangeable
product tracking. These applications are suitable for
larger and more complex supply networks due to
improvements in scalability, which enable them to
handle massive volumes of data generated in the supply
chain [125].

• Decentralized Identity and Verification Systems:Decen-
tralized identity applications can be supported by
scalable blockchain systems on mobile devices. These
provide individuals with authority over their data and a
safe mechanism for verifying identities, which can be
helpful in some situations, including voting and access
control [126].

• Internet of Things (IoT): Scalable blockchain tech-
nologies can help IoT devices, many of which are
mobile or edge devices. These systems can facilitate
transactions and secure communication between many
IoT devices [127].

• Healthcare:A blockchain can safely store and exchange
patient records and other health information. The
potential for complete mobile health applications that
use blockchain to enhance data security, privacy, and
interoperability is possible if this can be done at
scale [87].

These and other applications can be made more useful and
efficient by increasing the scalability of blockchain systems
on mobile devices. Scalability is essential to ensuring that

blockchain technology can be used to its full potential on
mobile platforms, which are increasingly important in many
aspects of our digital lives.

B. SHARDING PROTOCOLS
In this section, we refine our results from the first part
of RQ1 to discover scalable protocols. With a detailed
analysis of scalability approaches, we identify that sharding,
sharding with ledger pruning, and committee-based approach
are favorable solutions to initiate the development of smart
contracts for mobile devices. Table 11 details all the sharding
and related protocols with their performance parameters, such
as the consensus mechanism, number of nodes, resiliency,
latency, transaction performance, shard size, and cross-
shard communication. The first blockchain sharding protocol
was Elastico [110], designed by Loi Luu in 2016, and
since then, there has been a significant development in the
sharding protocols to design scalable blockchains. We select
nine sharding and related protocols to answer the second
part of RQ1. Rollerchain and QuarkChain do not present
statistical data to compare with other algorithms, as shown
in Table 11. Furthermore, we have depicted the performance
of sharding-based protocols based on throughput, latency,
and number of nodes in Figure 4. Still, Rollerchain claims
high transaction throughput compared to Elastico. The
RapidChain claims the highest transaction throughput, i.e.,
7384 tps with 8.7-sec transaction latency. RepChain is
another blockchain algorithm based on sharding that is
reputation-based, fast, and secure. RepChain achieves a trans-
action throughput of 6852 tps with 58.2 s of user-perceived
latency. Elastico partitions the network into smaller groups
(shards); each shard is capable of processing transactions
in parallel and runs BFT consensus in each shard. Elastico
runs PoW to elect the committee of nodes for each shard,
and then the committee of nodes runs BFT to agree on
a set of transactions from the shards. Therefore, Elastico
maintains a rootchain that contains all transactions and a
childchain that contains a particular set of transactions.
Elastico includes the reconfiguration of shards to protect
against Byzantine adversaries in each epoch. OmniLedger
applies state sharding, which divides the ledger to be stored
on different nodes, thus reducing storage needs. It runs PoW
to set the initial identity of the nodes and Byzcoin (a variant
of PBFT) within each shard. OmniLedger uses the Atomix
commit protocol to maintain consistency across shards and
partially applies ledger pruning to maintain ledger size.
RapidChain applies state sharding to partition the blockchain
state into shards and runs a unique gossiping protocol for
message propagation across shards and synchronous BFT
consensus within shards to agree on a set of transactions.
RapidChain ensures security and achieves high transaction
throughput due to the synchronous BFT protocol. Zilliqa
applies transaction sharding, in which the whole network is
divided into shards, and each shard processes a fraction of
transactions. Zilliqa runs PoW to establish node identity and
network sharding and PBFT for the consensus on transactions
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FIGURE 4. Performance of sharding-based protocols.

within shards. RepChain partitions the network into shards
based on the reputation score of each node to improve security
and efficiency. It runs synchronous BFT consensus to agree
within shards. It prioritizes transaction processing based on
the node’s reputation and identifies malicious nodes with no
reputation. Algorand is a committee-based protocol in which
they form a committee of nodes using a random verifiable
function and a variant of pure PoS and run Byzantine
agreement within the committee to reach a consensus.
RQ2:What are the different scalable consensus algorithms

suitable for MSCs?

C. SCALABLE CONSENSUS MECHANISMS
In this section, we discover the scalable consensus mecha-
nisms with parameters such as block generation rights, block
generation time, scalability, energy efficiency, the chance of
fork, etc. in Table 12 and performance of these consensus
algorithms is shown in Figure 5. (Note: The actual data
in Table 12 is in terms of ‘‘High, Low and Moderate’’;
however, in the figure, we represent data in terms of numbers
as 3 for high, 2 for moderate, and 3 for low.) The idea
of selecting the performance parameters to compare the
consensus algorithms is based on the well-known PoW
consensus algorithm. PoW consensus is not a scalable
consensus algorithm as in the Bitcoin blockchain; It takes
approximately 10 minutes to validate a block, and six block
confirmations are required to approve a transaction, that is,
1 hour [9], [103]. Therefore, the Bitcoin blockchain has
about 6-7 transactions throughput [137], and the Ethereum
blockchain also uses PoW, which has approximately 14 tps
[61]. The above five performance parameters select the
consensus mechanism for scalable blockchains. A total
of 12 consensus algorithms are chosen, of which eight
algorithms use PoS with a combination of other consensus
algorithms, such as PoW, flexible proof-of-activity (PoA),
etc., to make hybrid consensus. The flexible chains of activity
(CoA) is a fork-free hybrid consensus with tunable PoW

FIGURE 5. Performance of scalable consensus algorithms.

and PoS parameters and an upgradable version of Bentov’s
PoA [138]. The study SS14 discusses CoA with pure PoS
to address rational forks in the blockchain. Another version
of the PoS algorithm is Delegated Proof-of-Stake (DPoS),
which confines the mining nodes by selecting the delegates
for the validation process [100], [139]. The SS16 study
contains the Proof of Trust (PoT) consensus mechanism that
does not use PoWor PoS, and the trust value of the participant
and is based on the trust value of the participant [129].
Assuming that honest miners hold the majority of mining
power in the Bitcoin system, the blockchain meets several
crucial security features (which are critical for blockchain-
based applications).

In contrast, if the assumption of ‘‘the honest majority
of computer power’’ fails, i.e., the Bitcoin blockchain will
be untrustworthy if the adversary controls the system’s
computing resources. The proof-of-space (PoC) concept
has been specially researched in the context of blockchain
protocols and is an alternative to PoW. A ‘‘prover’’ in a
PoC setting aims to demonstrate the use of space (stor-
age/memory). Like a PoW, this uses a physical resource but
is less energy-demanding over time. The proof of space-time
(PoST) is a related notion [82]. Still, each scenario requires
a costly physical resource, either storage or computational
power. Additionally, malicious nodes may exist in any
blockchain. Malicious nodes break the trusted consensus
mechanism, alter transaction information, generate conges-
tion, and disrupt the regular operation of the network.
As a result, a blockchain system can become unreliable,
unsecured, and inefficient. To address the above issues,
the downgraded DPoS presents an improved consensus that
combines PoW’s notion of improving fairness with the idea
of DPoS of reducing resource consumption and improving
the efficiency of the consensus of the blockchain system
[135]. The following are the essential features of our revised
consensus algorithm: The blockchain selects a set of nodes
with enough computational power to participate in the next
election and block generation using the PoW algorithm; each
node has only one vote for randomly voting, reducing the
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TABLE 12. Scalable consensus protocols with performance parameters.

impact of stakes on consensus node election; a downgrading
mechanism is used to quickly downgrade malicious nodes
and upgrade reliable nodes to maintain the segregation of
duties. PoA is a PoW-based consensus, similar to the present
hybrid consensus, that aims to produce a fork-free property
and a lower variance ofminers’ payouts, thereby changing the
basis of blockchain nonce that various puzzle solutions can
be found each round [140]. For the first time, a blockchain-
based consensus process supports different solutions called
the ‘generalized PoW’. Using a PBFT from the distributed
system literature, all of these solutions are submitted to a
committee without producing any fork.

Furthermore, they are all recorded, making the history of
records difficult to falsify. The hybrid consensus concept and
the generalized PoW build a fork-free hybrid consensus. It is

worth noting that the hybrid protocol uses a blockchain to
elect a miners’ committee to validate transactions. On the
other hand, the Fork-free hybrid consensus system allows the
committee, rather than block proposers, to decide the record
for the current round (containing transactions and accepted
puzzle solutions) and future committee members once and
for all.

In addition to PoW-based consensus algorithms, Algorand
is a new cryptocurrency that promises to confirm transactions
in under a minute. Algorand’s core uses a Byzantine
agreement mechanism called BA that scales to many users
and allowsAlgorand to reach a consensus on a new blockwith
low latency and no forks. Verifiable random functions (VRFs)
to randomly choose users in a private and non-interactive
manner are fundamental methods that render BA acceptable
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for Algorand. Weighted users, consensus by committee,
cryptographic sorting, and participant replacement are some
of the strategies used by Algorand to overcome these
issues. The PoT consensus protocol, similar to Algorand,
incorporates a trust component to fulfill the practical
requirements of the service business, that is, to handle the
untrustworthy behaviors that frequently occur in an open
and public service network, in conjunction with incentive
mechanisms. PoT is a hybrid blockchain solution that uses a
consortium blockchain as the base deployment architecture.
At the same time, the validation of the transactions of the
consensus protocol occurs in an open and public network
environment, demonstrating the fairness and impartiality
characteristics of a public blockchain [118]. PoBT is a
collection of innovative algorithms created for use with the
IoT blockchain that validates transactions and blocks before
they are recorded on the distributed ledger. For integrating
the suggested consensus method with the Hyperledger Fabric
architecture, PoBT is a fully functional solution. It is also a
new kind of local service procedure to scale and find ways to
deal with nodes that unexpectedly stall out.

The purpose of coins to preserve the blockchain is
employed in the cryptocurrency community for so-called
staking, i.e., PoS is one such method. Bentov et al. [138],
[21] examine the pro-based blockchain architecture more
formally, in conjunction with PoW as the sole mechanism for
a blockchain protocol. Although Bentov et al. demonstrate
that their protocols are secure against certain attacks, they
do not present a formal model for analyzing PoS-based
protocols or security proofs that rely on precise definitions.
The concept of PoS is a natural alternative technique. Rather
than investing computational resources in the leader election
process, miners instead execute a process that selects one
of them randomly, proportionally to the stake each holds
according to the current blockchain ledger. By overcoming
the Nothing-at-Stake barrier, PoS’s feasibility is revealed.
The endogenous value of the coin is required for the latter
solution. A stakeholder in a blockchain is an agent who
owns some of the network’s currency. The Nothing-at-Stake
problem implicitly presupposes that an agent’s decision to
update the blockchain does not affect the coin’s value. This
shows that this assumption is incorrect. Suppose that an
agent adds to the blockchain in a way that promotes conflict.
In that case, he incurs a penalty for all stakeholders since his
action devalues blockchain coins as a medium of exchange
to lower their value. Only stakeholders are authorized to
change the PoS blockchain in PoS. Therefore, an agent
incurs a cost if he updates the network in a way that causes
continued contention [138]. In addition to the performance
of the consensus mechanisms, we also describe the problem
addressed in every study, as in Table 12. Therefore, with the
analysis of 12 consensus mechanisms, we argue that PoS
is a scalable consensus algorithm for the following reasons:
1) block generation rights are based on the stake rather than
hash calculations with leading zeros, 2) block generation time
is deficient, 3) energy efficient as no power is wasted in the

number of hash calculations, and 4) low chance of fork gives
stability to the blockchain. Based on the above four reasons,
the PoS consensus mechanism can be considered to develop
smart contracts for mobile devices.
RQ3:What are the shortcomings of the algorithms used in

RQ1 and RQ2 that hinder the development of MSCs?
In this RQ, we aim to evaluate the scalability and consensus

mechanism of the blockchain protocols identified in RQ1 and
RQ2 as per Section V. We present the scalability approaches,
the sharding protocols, and the scalable consensus algorithms
in Tables 10, 11, and 12, respectively. ELASTICO is the first
secure candidate for a sharding protocol for open blockchains
that tolerates Byzantine opponents based on sharding. The
transaction throughput of the blockchain is almost linearly
proportional to the network’s computing power when using
ELASTICO. As the network increases, ELASTICO has
virtually linear scalability in terms of computing capacity and
does not require a quadratic number ofmessages. ELASTICO
can handle adaptive Byzantine adversaries up to f<n/4, where
f and n are the bounds of the adversarial and the total
computational power, respectively. In addition, the TPS of
the SSChain system increases linearly (from 26 to 6500)
when the number of shards added to the network increases (0
to 50, respectively) without cross-shard transactions. When
the number of shards exceeds 50, the network bandwidth
is limited to 13 Mbps, and the TPS stops growing. Since
root-chain miners must verify all shard blocks, the bandwidth
use of root-chain miners and shard miners increases as the
number of shards increases. In terms of scalability [110],
the chainspace capacity increases linearly when additional
shards are added, provided that transactions have a constant
or sublinear number of inputs on average. Additionally,
multiple nodes within the system must manage those inputs
to ensure that the load of accepting transactions is divided
between them. In continuation with the sharding approach,
OmniLedger scale-out throughput with a 12.5% opponent,
a shard size of 70, and several shards m ranging from 1 to 16.
The number of shards has a nearly linear effect on the
performance of ELASTICO [141].
Sharding, sharding with ledger pruning, and the

committee-based approach perform transaction validation
almost linear to the total nodes in the network. With literature
analysis and reasoning, sharding and committee-based
approaches are in our interest consideration because, in these
approaches, the blockchain and P2P network divide into
disjoint sets, each capable of processing only transactions
associated with that set. The performance of the sharding
protocols is better than that of other approaches, and ledger
pruning sharding has more advantages because it addresses
storage scalability. Therefore, sharding protocols could be the
best option to develop MSCs while working on the following
issues:

1) CONNECTION MANAGEMENT
All the sharding protocols have not included connection
management from one shard to another in the mobile
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computing environment. The latter is because all algorithms
are not designed for a mobile computing environment. In a
mobile environment, each mobile device is always connected
to a particular cell; a cell is a basic service area, and the
cell of a mobile device changes with moving to a different
location [142]. Based on the location of the cell, if a mobile
device is in Shard 1, after some time, the device moves to
another region, then the shard of that device must be changed.
The latter could be possible with connection management
in the mobile environment. Furthermore, the management of
cross-sharing communication must be updated according to
the mobile environment.

2) STRONG RESILIENCY
Resiliency is the resistance to prevent a fraction of malicious
nodes in the P2P network. To represent resilience, let n be
the total number of nodes and t be the number of malicious
nodes on the P2P network. In the existing algorithm, Elastico,
SSChain, and Zilliqa provide resiliency up to t<n/4, while
RapidChain, OmniLedger, RepChain, and Rllerchain work
with t<n/3 resiliency. The above algorithms apply t<n/4,
t<n/3 on a small set of nodes in the whole network, e.g.,
6oo nodes in RapidChain. If the network grows with more
nodes, the malicious nodes increase, which may harm the
network. In the case of weak resiliency, such as tolerance 25%
or 33% to Byzantine faults, the chances of network failure
may increase in a short period of time [110]. Therefore, strong
resiliency is required to prevent the shard and root chain from
the effect of malicious nodes.

3) PoS AS CONSENSUS MECHANISM
Consensus is the core part of distributed computing to agree
on the set of transactions, that is, a block. All sharding
protocols (as in Table 11) use PoW and PBFT in the root and
shard chains, respectively, except Algorand. The latter uses
VRF for the leader election from the weighted users to add
a block to the blockchain. PoW computation with a mobile
device takes a long time, even in days. Additionally, PoW is
not a scalable consensus mechanism.

Although the Bitcoin protocol has persuaded miners to
maintain consistent copies of the transaction ledger, it is
debatable whether this ledger can be called ‘‘decentralized.’’
At the time of writing, four mining pools account for more
than half of all blocks, while six mining pools account for
more than three-quarters. Although a single firm does not
own a mining pool’s hardware, a recent study discovered
that 11 ‘‘major mining groups’’ control more than half of the
world’s mining capacity. In principle, these miners have the
ability to freeze any user’s funds or delete earlier transactions
from the ledger [143]. Therefore, the current state of the PoW
and PBFT sharding protocols is not a suitable combination for
the mobile computation of blockchains.

Furthermore, the PoBT uses the same strategy while
proposing the block to trade as an incentive mechanism
for the next block. Moreover, PoS is a scalable and

energy-efficient consensus algorithm [144], as shown in
Table 12. In this table, most studies use PoS with a
combination of other algorithms such as PoW, PoT, DPoS,
etc. The performance of the PoS algorithm is better than other
existing algorithms (as in Table 12). However, all sharding
protocols do not use the PoS consensus mechanism because
oligopoly formation is the central issue. PoS is essentially a
shareholder corporation in which the wealthy dominate since
they control more assets and can manufacture new currencies
more quickly than less fortunate participants. As a result, the
(already) rich become even wealthier; this is an undemocratic
strategy [22]. The PoS algorithm works based on the stake of
a node, and then a group of nodes combine their stake and
take control of the whole network, leading to centralization.
Oligopoly formation occurs due to a lack of incentivization
of the stakes of the nodes. Therefore, after developing a
mechanism to prevent the formation of oligopoly, PoS can
be used as a consensus mechanism in sharding protocols.

The PoS consensus mechanism has several unique benefits
that make it suitable for smart contracts, especially in a
mobile context. We have discussed earlier that PoS is much
more energy efficient than PoW consensus algorithms, which
is crucial given the energy limitations common to mobile
devices [144], [133]. PoS is also more suitable for the
processing capabilities of mobile devices because it requires
less computing power and does not include computationally
complex challenges such as PoW [23], [145]. From a
security perspective, PoS reduces the likelihood of an attack
51% because it requires the attacker to control 51% of
all the cryptocurrency on the network [133]. Furthermore,
MSCs must be scalable to accommodate a high volume
of transactions, and PoS has higher transaction throughput
than PoW [94]. Finally, PoS encourages decentralization by
removing the risk of mining power concentration often seen
with PoW by allowing any network participant who holds the
coin to become a validator [132]. The PoS consensus method
is the best option for MSCs despite potential drawbacks
and the danger of centralization brought about by stake
concentration.

VI. DISCUSSION
This section discusses the technical challenges and recom-
mendations in the subsections. In Section VI-A, we discuss
the technical challenges of scalability approaches described
in Table 10, Section VI-B discusses the challenges of
consensus protocols described in Table 12, and Section VI-D
discusses the technical recommendations for MSCs using
various scalability approaches and consensus mechanisms.

A. CHALLENGES OF SHARDING PROTOCOLS
Sharding protocols heavily rely on the consensus mechanism
used in the protocol; e.g., Elastico, RepChain, andRapidchain
use PoW to establish the identity of a node, forming a node
committee and PBFT in the committee to agree on a set of
transactions that is, a shard block [110], [115]. The sharding
algorithms in Table 11 contribute to significant transaction
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throughput. However, these algorithms have some limita-
tions, such as committee size in Elastico, epoch randomness,
etc. This section discusses limitations, challenges, and future
research direction based on the results in Table 11 and
Table 12.
Most sharding-based protocols use PoW and PBFT to

run the consensus mechanism in the P2P network. The
major limitation to considering the sharding protocols for
mobile devices is PoW because hash calculation with a
leading number of zeros is very hard. Another limitation
is PBFT, which works only on a smaller set of nodes.
If the network grows, more parallel shards are formed, which
increases the data migration overhead and the probability
of network failure. Of the selected sharding algorithms,
three of them use transaction sharding, which forces the
network nodes to store a full copy of the blockchain while
verifying a small set of transactions (e.g., shard) [110],
[112], [113].
A blockchain network can handle more transactions at

once using sharding technology. Below are some factors for
which sharding-based methods are more suitable for mobile
environments.

1) REDUCED STORAGE NEEDS
Sharding separates the blockchain into smaller chunks, each
handled by a different network node. As a result, a mobile
device connected to a sharded blockchain network only needs
to retain the data related to its specific shard rather than the
entire blockchain. Thus, much less storage space is required,
which makes it better suited for mobile devices with low
storage capacities.

2) LESS COMPUTATIONAL RESOURCES
With sharding, each node processes only a portion of all
transactions. Due to this division of labor, mobile devices
must process fewer transactions than desktop or server
computers, which typically have more powerful hardware.
This reduces the computational load.

3) LOWER ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Because each node in a sharded system processes fewer
transactions, there is a corresponding decrease in the energy
needed to process and validate transactions. This may be
advantageous for mobile devices that use batteries because
it can result in longer battery life due to less energy use.

4) INCREASED SPEED
Because transactions can be performed in parallel, sharding
can drastically shorten the time it takes to validate a
transaction. On mobile devices, which are frequently used
for real-time applications, this might enhance the user
experience.

Sharding enhances the blockchain’s ability to scale, which
helps to sustain performance as a mobile application’s user
base expands. This is essential for mobile applications
because they often have a large user base.

Although the sharding algorithms claim significant scal-
ability and transaction latency, these algorithms still have
some drawbacks. For example, Elastico rebuilds all com-
mittees in every epoch and must solve PoW by every
node to re-establish their identities. Aside from massive
data migration and communication overhead, this process
increases latency, as nodes need more time to solve PoW
rather than validate the next transaction set. The committee
size in Elastico is minimal (approximately 100 nodes)
because PBFT yields significant performance in a small
committee size that increases the failure probability of the
protocol. Elastico, RollerChain, RepChain, and Zilliqa apply
transaction sharding to verify the transaction, and each node
has to maintain a full copy of the ledger, which increases
the storage overhead. RapidChain also uses PoW to join the
network, the gossiping protocol, and synchronous consensus
to broadcast the message and consensus. The gossiping
protocol requires more time to broadcast the message, and
synchronous consensus takes more time, thus increasing the
broadcast latency. The cross-shard transaction increases in
RapidChain due to the partitioning of transactions based
on the transaction ID. OmniLedger can tolerate only t<n/4
byzantine adversary, the same as in Elastico. This protocol
has the same broadcast overhead as in RapidChain for each
block of transactions. A trusted setup is required to generate
an initial configuration to send the VRF in the first epoch.
In all shard-based algorithms, Algorand does not use PoW;
instead, it uses VRF to select weighted members to form a
committee randomly.

5) CROSS-SHARD COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD
Sharding is a promising solution to enhance the scalability
of blockchain networks. However, it also brings its own
set of challenges and limitations, particularly with regard
to cross-shard communication. The primary challenge is to
maintain consistency and atomicity across shards during
transactions. Coordinating the execution of transactions that
involve multiple shards and maintaining a consistent state
across the shards is a complex task. This complexity increases
latency and potential throughput bottlenecks, as cross-shard
communication requires synchronization and verification
processes. Passing messages between shards also poses
a significant challenge, requiring efficient mechanisms to
manage the communication overhead and preserve the
scalability benefits of sharding. Cryptographic proofs and
inter-shard validation mechanisms become imperative to
prevent potential exploits during cross-shard transactions,
leading to security and integrity concerns. Load balancing
among shards is also an issue, as uneven transaction distri-
bution may lead to congestion in specific shards, offsetting
the intended scalability gains. Ensuring data availability
for cross-shard transactions, especially when shards need
to access data stored in others, is a non-trivial task. Fault
tolerance in cross-shard communication adds complexity
and requires robust mechanisms to address potential shard
failures.
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Moreover, coordinating the execution of smart contracts
across shards introduces complexities in managing the con-
tract state and execution. Designing protocols for cross-shard
communication is intricate, requiring careful consideration of
various challenges and trade-offs. It is critical to address these
challenges to realize the full potential of sharding to achieve
scalable and efficient blockchain networks. Ongoing research
and development efforts in the blockchain community are
focused on finding innovative solutions to these challenges
and refining shard-based systems.

B. CHALLENGES OF SCALABLE CONSENSUS PROTOCOLS
The performance of the PoS consensus is better com-
pared to other algorithms (see Table 12). PoS is also an
energy-efficient and scalable algorithm compared to PoW
[128]. In the study SS13 [23], the author proposes a
blockchain model that uses the PoS consensus mechanism
to reduce the chances of the fork, achieving consensus
without wasting energy resources, and finally, a probabilistic
model to handle problems that do not lie. Bentov et al.
[21] proposed the PoS consensus protocol prior to the above
study, introducing pure PoS into the PPCoin system. PPCoin
system uses PoW to supply the initial coin supply and then
PoS to create the next block based on the unspent coin
and time weight of these coins. The authors also discuss
the pure PoS algorithm to solve the rational fork problem,
which takes approximately four days to solve the forks on the
blockchains. Another category is hybrid consensus, where the
components of two more algorithms are mixed to produce a
hybrid algorithm with more robust features and significant
performance. These algorithms are: Hybrid Mining [128],
Ethereum’s Hybrid Casper Protocol [132], TwinsCoin [134],
DPoS with Downgrade [100], PoBT [26], and flexible PoA
[146]. These hybrid algorithms require PoW to initiate the
consensus process that limits their application. Additionally,
these algorithms increase the overhead of maintaining two
types of blocks, one for PoW and the other for PoS. The
DPoS with the downgrade mechanism limits the effect of a
malicious node to ensure security and normal operation on
the network. In selected studies, eight consensus mechanisms
use the PoS algorithm for block generation, but PoS has
a low adoption rate in the blockchain industry. Currently,
two major systems in the blockchain industry (Bitcoin and
Ethereum) still use PoW because PoW is more secure than
PoS. After addressing issues in the PoS, such as the nothing-
at-stake problem and oligopoly formation, this consensus can
be used in the blockchain industry because the PoS consensus
algorithm is scalable, energy efficient, and has faster block
generation capability with low latency.

Recently, the study [147] has suggested the architecture
of a universal tokenization platform called Alphabill, which
allows tokenization, transfer, and exchange of universal assets
as a global medium of exchange. Alphabill has been designed
genuinely to tokenize universal assets [147]. As such,
it shares objectives with federated blockchain technologies

such as Polkadot,5 which is designed as a ‘‘heterogeneous
multichain’’ [148]. The key difference between Alphabill and
Polkadot is in their approach to decomposition. Polkadot is
a federation of multiple blockchains, whereas Alphabill is
a single-partitioned blockchain. The objective of universal
asset tokenization can be detected in the design decisions
and innovations of the Alphabill platform [147], that is,
1) systematic support for joining a transaction system to the
platform, 2) systematic features for the interaction of hosted
tokens, 3) uncapped scalability.

Sharding introduces complexity in distributed protocols
and algorithms to handle tasks like transaction routing,
membership management, and cross-shard commits. This
increases the development effort and makes formal verifi-
cation more challenging. Most consensus protocols scale
poorly with the number of validators, which limits the
scalability of sharding. PBFT requires quadratic commu-
nication, increasing consensus overhead rapidly beyond
hundreds of nodes. PoW scales better but is limited by block
intervals. In summary, sharding and consensus protocols face
several key challenges, including cross-shard coordination,
distributed protocol complexity, scalability bottlenecks in
consensus, takeover attacks on shards, stake centralization
in PoS, network partitioning issues, and small singleton
shards. Ongoing research is being conducted to address these
limitations.

C. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF SCALABLE CONSENSUS
PROTOCOLS
When considering scalable consensus algorithms, it is essen-
tial to consider security concerns. We considered 51% attack,
Stake Centralization, and Nothing at stake for analysis since
security analysis is carried out in selected scalable consensus
algorithms (refer V-C). PoW algorithm is vulnerable to the
51% attack because if the miner collects 51% hash power on
the network, then the miner has significant block generation
rights. In PoS, miners have a 51% stake attack in place of
hash power, which happened in Pure PoS. However, this
attack is mitigated when using PoS with mechanisms such as
randomized validation selection and periodic reselection of
validators. A stake centralization attack occurs in PoS when
a few nodes influence the networks by collecting significant
stakes of the network. We have already discussed this in
Section V-C. This attack is mitigated by protocols using
hybrid PoW/PoS consensus or some mechanism, such as
randomized committee selection in Algorand and periodic
validator selection in RapidChain. Nothing at stake is another
attack on PoS consensus where nodes can validate multiple
chains without penalty. The attack is minimized by penalizing
the malicious nodes in the network.

D. TECHNICAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MSCS
Table 13 summarizes different technological recommenda-
tions for improving MSC performance and utility.

5https://polkadot.network/
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TABLE 13. Technical recommendations for implementation of mobile smart-contracts to enhance scalability and oligopoly minimization.

Sharding improves throughput by parallelizing network
activity, making it ideal for MSCs. It reduces the demands
on individual nodes for data storage and processing, which is
excellent for mobile devices with limited resources. However,
because powerful entities may control numerous shards,
sharding may not immediately decrease the risk of oligopoly.

The Ledger Pruning method removes old and useless
transactions from the blockchain ledger, an essential feature
for MSCs given the often low storage capabilities of mobile
devices. While this solution helps promote the mobility of
the blockchain for mobile nodes, it has no impact on the
oligopoly problem.
Plasma improves scalability by making it easier to create

secondary blockchains linked to the parent blockchain.
Because of their independence from the main chain,
these sub-chains can execute transactions significantly more
swiftly and cheaply. However, Plasma does not directly
address its off-chain processing support.
State channels allow off-chain transactions, with only

the final state committed to the main blockchain. This
method significantly speeds up transaction processing and is
especially helpful forMSCs because it reduces the computing
stress on mobile devices.

In the committee-based approach, each block is validated
by a small, randomly selected set of nodes. This approach

dramatically increases throughput, making it ideal for MSCs.
Additionally, rotating committee members at random and
regularly helps reduce the risk of oligopoly by preventing a
single firm from monopolizing the network. Traditional PoS
systems can exacerbate oligopolistic tendencies by giving
more power to nodes with more significant stakes. However,
adding a dynamic validation system selection and considering
factors other than stake can solve this issue. This open
technique allows nodes with lower stakes to participate in the
validation process, especially for MSCs, where lightweight
nodes can serve as validators.

Combining PoW with PoS to develop a hybrid consensus
method can result in a more balanced system. This hybrid
strategy strikes a balance between decentralization and
scalability. Although its direct impact on oligopoly reduction
may be limited, it presents a level of appropriateness for
MSCs worth exploring.
PoT is a consensus process incorporating reputation or

trust measurements, skewing the influence toward nodes with
higher trust ratings. PoT is appropriate for MSCs because of
its lower processing demands and the possibility of reducing
oligopoly using various decision criteria.
Ouroboros, a PoS-based consensus method that uses

randomized leader selection, reduces the possibility of a
concentrated number of validators dominating the network.
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Although its relevance to MSCs is limited, its effectiveness
in reducing oligopoly is significant.

Finally, DDPoS includes a mechanism to remove or elim-
inate malicious or underperforming nodes. This strengthens
the resilience and adaptability of the system in the face of
oligopoly and centralization. DDPoS, on the other hand, may
not be the best solution for MSC implementations due to its
complexity.

E. SHARDING AND SCALABLE CONSENSUS
PROTOCOLS FOR MSCs
Sharding and scalable consensus algorithms are beneficial for
MSCs because they are essential to address the scalability
challenges in blockchain for mobile environments. The
splitting partitions the blockchain regarding size, transac-
tions, and computing capabilities so that each shard can
process independently. Parallel processing of each shard
significantly increases throughput and latency. Scalable
consensus algorithms, such as variants of PoS, hybrid PoW,
and PoS, etc., have scalability advantages over traditional
PoW. These algorithms are designed to achieve consensus
more efficiently to improve transaction speed and overall
performance while maintaining system security. We have
already discussed sharding techniques in Section V-B and
consensus algorithms in Section V-C in detail.

VII. CONCLUSION
The objective of this paper is to analyze different approaches
to scalability and consensus mechanisms described in the
literature and to identify a scalable approach with the
PoS algorithm to develop MSCs.This paper analyzes dif-
ferent approaches to scalability and consensus mechanisms
described in the literature. We present an SLR on scalable
consensus mechanisms and scalability issues for developing
MSCs. In this paper, a total of 2073 papers are identified for
scalability and consensus mechanisms. Of these, 25 papers
were selected through an exhaustive process. By critically
analyzing the selected studies, we discover that the sharding
protocols need to include connection management and
strong resiliency. Also, the PoS is a scalable consensus
mechanism; however, it has issues of the oligopoly formation
and nothing-at-stake problem. The major limitation in the
sharding and consensus algorithms is resource incentives.
We have discussed that the PoS consensus mechanism is a
significant option for MSCs with sufficient evidence. The
other limitations in sharding algorithms are the small shard
or committee size and inefficient cross-shard communication.
Contributions of this SLR are (1) a classification of scalability
approaches based on throughput and consensus mechanism
used, (2) an identification and characterization of sharding
protocols based on various parameters such as sharding
type, consensus mechanism, number of nodes, resiliency,
latency, throughput, and cross-shard communication, and (3)
an identification of scalable consensus algorithms on various
performance parameters. We argue that a deep understand-
ing of scalability and consensus algorithms is critical in

improving the scalability of blockchain-based smart contract
solutions. Furthermore, developing a blockchain-based smart
contract solution for a mobile device is essential to gain
significant scalability. With efficient consensus algorithms,
the latter promises to reduce the operating cost of a
blockchain network. We discuss the real-world impacts of
smart contracts in a mobile environment. In future work,
we would like to develop a mobile smart contract by applying
the sharding protocols while employing PoS as a consensus
mechanism to validate the transactions. This study provides
the future direction for 1) researchers with a preference for
where and how to start their literature studies in the area of
scalability of blockchains and smart contracts, 2) developers
who aim to find solutions to scaling blockchains, and 3) users,
whowant to bemore aware of the vulnerabilities in consensus
mechanisms and existing tools.
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